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NOTE: ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS.

1 ATTEMPT ANY FOUR :

[Total Marks : 100

(sxF20)
(a) Differentiate between Bit rate and baud rate. Amoderl" constellation diagram has data point at coordinates:

(1,1), (1,-l), (-1,1) and (-1,-l). How many bps oan

a modern with these parameters achieve at 1200 baud?
State two reason for using layered'protocols.

(b) What'are the number of cable links required for n
devices cor:nested inmest! ring bus ahd startopolory?

(c) Calculde the required Band\ili&h, if in a communication
channel the signal powdr is 10 W, and the information

(d) It is required to transniit a dala at a rate of 64 kbps
over a 3l1l1z telephone channel. What is the minimum

(e) What do you mean by. service primitives?

6 Discuss tfre services of each layer of OSI reference
model.
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2 ATTEMPT ANY FOUR : (5x#20) 
[

(a) Given a l0-bit seguence 10l00llll0 and a dMsor of
1011. Find the CRC. Check your answer.

O) Answer the following :

(r) A pure Aloha network transmits 200 bit frames
on shared channel of 200 kbps. What is the

through put if the system (all station together)

produces 250 frames per second?

(ii) How can you compare pure Aloha and slotted

Aloha?

(c) Discriminate between the send window and receive

window for link and how are they related with-

(, A selective repeat retransmission scheme

(ii) A go-back-N control scheme

(d) Discuss different carrier sense protocols. How are they
different than collision protocols?

(e) Sketch the Manchester and differential Manchester
encoding for the bit sheam: 000lll0l0l

(f) Dissuss the differpnt physicat layer transmission media.

3 Af,TEMPT ANY T1VO :

(a) Wriie short notps on following:

(r) Stop and wait ARe
(ii) Sliding Window prorocol

(tri) Go-Back N ARQ

(rg CollisionAvoidance

(10x2:20)
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(b) Ferform ttre subrretting of the following Ip address
160.1I.X.X. ftgi"ut subnet mast ZSS]55.0.0 and

(c) What is the transmission time of a packet sent by a
station ifthe lengrh ofthe packet is 2 million bytes and
the, bandwidth of the channel.is 300 kbps?

,\

ATTEMPT ANY TWO : (10x2:20)
(a) Draw the diagram of TCp hpader and e4plain the use

ofP" following: 
:

(i) Source and destination port addresses

(ii) Sequenco and acknowledgement numbers

(iii) Code bits

(v) Urgent pogter

Degcribe the role of checksury field and option pad
bytes.

Ansrryer the folloiving:

(t Differerti# b.t** the block cipher with
tuanqposition cipher.

(ii) Usingthe liSApublic key cq/ptosysiilrrwith a:1,
b:2 etc.

(f) lf p:7 and q:lt, list five legal values for
d.

(ID If p=13 and q{l and d:7, find e.
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(c) Discuss:

(, Different steps of JPEG compression standard.

(ii) The RPC design and implementation issues.

ATTEMPT ANY TWO : (10x2:20)

(a) E4plain the SMTP can handle'transfer of videos and

images? Also e4plain the advantages of IMAP 4 over

POP 3 mail access protocols

O) What is the difference between an active web document

and dynaniic web page? Also e4plain the role of CGI.

(c) (r) Compare and contrast TCP with RTP. Are both

doing the same things?

(ii) Whaiarethe problems ftrfull inplanentation of

voica over IP? Did you think we will stop using

the telephone network very soom?
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